Bridge work to begin Monday on Marshall Road Bridge in Ford County

Crews are expected to begin bridge work on the Marshall Road over U.S. 400 in Ford County on Monday, June 10. The original start date was delayed due to weather.

Traffic will continue on the Marshall Road bridge, however a 10’ width restriction will be imposed. Traffic on U.S. 400 will be reduced to one lane controlled by during daylight hours. KDOT urges drivers to be alert, pay attention to all work zone warning signs, and be prepared to stop.

Reece Construction Co. of Salina is the contractor on this $390,900 project which is expected to be completed in September, weather permitting.

For more information on this project, contact Joyce Muhlenbruch, Area Construction Engineer, at (620) 227-6122 or Lisa Knoll, KDOT District 6 Public Affairs Manager, at (620) 765-7080.
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